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ABSTRACT 
Paid crowd work offers remarkable opportunities for 
improving productivity, social mobility, and the global 
economy by engaging a geographically distributed 
workforce to complete complex tasks on demand and at 
scale. But it is also possible that crowd work will fail to 
achieve its potential, focusing on assembly-line piecework. 
Can we foresee a future crowd workplace in which we 
would want our children to participate? This paper frames 
the major challenges that stand in the way of this goal. 
Drawing on theory from organizational behavior and 
distributed computing, as well as direct feedback from 
workers, we outline a framework that will enable crowd 
work that is complex, collaborative, and sustainable. The 
framework lays out research challenges in twelve major 
areas: workflow, task assignment, hierarchy, real-time 
response, synchronous collaboration, quality control, 
crowds guiding AIs, AIs guiding crowds, platforms, job 
design, reputation, and motivation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Crowdsourcing rapidly mobilizes large numbers of people 
to accomplish tasks on a global scale. For example, 
volunteer-based collective projects such as Wikipedia owe 
their success and longevity to the ongoing efforts of 
thousands of individual contributors around the world.  

Complementing volunteer-based crowdsourcing, a paying 
crowd work industry is now quickly growing in scope and 
ambition. Crowd work today spans a wide range of skill 
and pay levels, with commercial vendors providing access 

to a range of workers and focused support for various task. 
For example, anyone with access to the Internet can 
perform micro-tasks on the order of seconds using 
platforms such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, while more 
skilled workers can complete multi-hour tasks on 
professional online marketplaces such as oDesk or work for 
months to solve R&D challenges on open innovation 
platforms (e.g. Innocentive). Incentives and work structures 
also vary tremendously, ranging from crowdsourcing 
contests awarding prizes to winners (e.g. programming 
tasks on Topcoder) to micro-labor platforms that pay 
workers per task. 

While not all jobs are amenable to being sent down a wire, 
there are portions of almost any job that can be performed 
by the crowd [63]. We foresee a world in which crowd 
work continues to expand, unlocking an incredible number 
of opportunities for careers and skilled work in online 
marketplaces. However, we also foresee a serious risk that 
crowd work will fall into an intellectual framing focused on 
low-cost results and exploitative labor. With diminished 
visibility and communication channels vis-a-vis traditional 
workplaces, workers may be treated as exchangeable and 
untrustworthy, having low or static skill sets and strong 
motivations to shirk. Workers may become equally cynical, 
having fewer bonds, enforceable contracts, and power than 
with traditional workplaces [130]. Such concerns may grow 
ever sharper unless this trajectory is somehow altered. 

This work originally emerged from the question: “Can we 
foresee a future crowd workplace in which we would want 
our children to participate?” We suggest that this question 
has a number of attractive properties as a banner around 
which to rally research, as well as serving as an anchor to 
ground speculation. It is simple enough to convey 
concisely, involving an evaluative component that 
everyone, with or without children, can make. We 
intentionally keep the “we” ambiguous so that readers with 
different values and cultural contexts may “try on” the 
question, providing a conceptual lens easily refocused, and 
encourage discussion regarding the challenges this question 
poses to deciding what is valuable and pride-worthy work. 
What new services, systems or features are needed for a 
future of crowd work that the reader would be proud to see 
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his or her children take on as their livelihood? Is this a 
desirable path for the next generation? 

Looking toward that positive future, in this paper we 
contribute an analytic framework for research in crowd 
work. We lay out a vision for a possible future for crowd 
work that entails:  

• Worker considerations, such as motivation, feedback, 
and pay. These may be addressed by mechanisms to 
maintain reputation, provide better interaction with 
requesters, and increase motivation. 

• Requester considerations, such as coordination, task 
decomposition, and quality control. These may be 
addressed through workflow mechanisms including 
electronically mediated collaboration.  

Our analytic framework is organized around a 
multidisciplinary survey of the literature that speaks to 
these challenges and helps to envision a positive future. We 
also include specific comments from crowd workers we 
surveyed in order to elicit their thoughts and suggestions. 
We translate our findings into a set of pragmatic design 
considerations that we believe are crucial in guiding design 
and motivating research in this field. We are following in 
the tradition of a set of research contributions which 
delineated design principles as part of a call for action 
[69,98,102,114,123]. 

Crowd Work 
A variety of terminology is currently used in regard to 
crowds, e.g. crowdsourcing, collective intelligence, human 
computation, serious games, peer production, and citizen 
science [2,12,90,105]. We focus this paper on paid, online 
crowd work, which we define here as the performance of 
tasks online by distributed crowd workers who are 
financially compensated by requesters (individuals, groups, 
or organizations). In this sense, crowd work is a socio-
technical work system constituted through a set of 
relationships that connect organizations, individuals, 
technologies and work activities [142]. Online crowd work 
takes place in marketplaces that allow requesters to seek 
workers and support workers in finding work. For this 
paper, we surveyed a number of contemporary, popular 
crowd work platforms. These platforms include general-
purpose marketplaces (e.g., Mechanical Turk, oDesk, 
Freelancer, Crowdflower, MobileWorks, ManPower) as 
well as markets for specific expertise (e.g., TopCoder, 
uTest, 99Designs). While these platforms are intended for 
legitimate tasks, these and other platforms are sometimes 
appropriated for illegal or nefarious purposes (e.g., gold 
farming, CAPTCHA solving, and crowdturfing) [35].  

Through our definition, we necessarily omit a wide range of 
voluntary crowd work, such as wikis [22], games with a 
purpose [2], captchas [3], and citizen science [31,106,122]. 
Much has already been written about these systems (e.g., 
[12,108]). However, not only is paid work the cornerstone 
of our existing economy and labor markets, but even 

volunteers typically engage in some form of paying work in 
order to sustain themselves. Moreover, we believe there 
will always be some forms of work needed by society 
which are not amenable to gamification and volunteering, 
and for which demand will outstrip supply via unpaid 
channels. As such, we are interested in developing a future 
of paid crowd work that extends paid work into the online 
environment. In addition, we exclude offline crowd work, 
such as day labor, as it does not possess the same 
opportunities for distribution and global scalability as 
online work. For the remainder of the paper, we will use the 
term crowd work to refer to the performance of online tasks 
by crowd workers who are financially compensated by 
requesters.  

We intentionally focus coverage on areas that may be of 
greater interest to the CSCW community, especially issues 
related to computer science, psychology, and organization 
science. We also draw on other important areas where 
appropriate (e.g., labor economics, ethics, law) and 
acknowledge these as critical to the future economy. Many 
aspects of these issues lie beyond the traditional purview of 
scientists or designers (e.g., labor regulations); however, we 
recognize that addressing them will be necessary for a 
positive future of crowd work.  

Pros and Cons 
Crowd work has the potential to support a flexible 
workforce and mitigate challenges such as shortages of 
experts in specific areas (e.g., IT work) or geographical 
locations. For individuals, crowd work also creates new 
opportunities for income and social mobility in regions of 
the world where local economies may be stagnant and local 
governmental structures discourage investment. 

However, crowd work can be a double-edged sword, 
equally capable of enhancing or diminishing the quality of 
workers’ lives. We may see echoes of past labor abuses in 
globally distributed crowd work: extremely low pay for 
labor, with marketplaces such as Amazon’s Mechanical 
Turk reported to effectively pay an average of $2/hour 
[65][126] with no benefits or worker protections. The per-
task payment structure used in most crowd work markets is 
akin to piecework compensation in manufacturing [118], 
and can offer an invitation for gaming behavior which can 
negatively influence quality [78]. Moreover, crowds can be 
deployed in the service of questionable goals: to break 
captchas, to mine gold in games, and even, potentially, to 
locate dissidents [158]. The recent film “In Time” (2011) 
provided a pop culture depiction of how such a society 
might function where continual performance of menial 
tasks was literally required for worker survival. Many 
writers have painted similarly bleak pictures [40,136,137]. 

Crowd work may also displace current workers and has the 
potential to replace some forms of skilled labor with 
unskilled labor as tasks are decomposed into smaller and 
smaller pieces. Tasks such as speech transcription and 
copyediting are increasingly being accomplished with 
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crowd labor, and researchers have found that even some 
complex and expert tasks such as writing, product design, 
or translation may be amenable to novice crowd workers 
with appropriate process design and technological support 
[75,77,152,153].  

This displacement is coupled to a new form of Taylorism 
[88,141], in which organizations optimize cognitive 
efficiency [157] at the expense of education and skill 
development. Taylorism yielded to more enlightened job 
design after several decades (and protracted struggles by 
workers), but given the short time commitment between 
crowd worker and requester, it is easy to imagine 
heightened exploitation and dehumanization.  

As scientists, engineers, and designers, we can propose and 
evaluate new structures for crowd work and help imagine 
and bring about more positive futures. We can do so both 
through the intentional creation of desirable work 
environments as well as the cultivation of increased demand 
for work and workers. In particular, we suggest a role for 
researchers in conceptualizing and prototyping new forms 
of crowd work that go beyond the simple, independent, and 
deskilled tasks that are common today, with the goal of 
blazing a trail for organizations and platforms that will form 
the foundation of future crowd work.  

ENVISIONING FUTURE CROWD WORK 
How can we move towards a future of crowd work that is 
more attractive for both requesters and workers than 
existing systems? Even more ambitiously, can we design a 
future of crowd work that is more attractive and more 
effective than traditional labor systems? 

Current crowd work typically consists of small, 
independent, and homogenous tasks, as shown in Figure 1. 
Workers are paired with an instance of each task to produce 
an output. Such simple, small-scale work has engendered 
low-pay, piece rate reward structures, in part due to the 
perception that workers are homogenous and unskilled. The 
current model is also insufficient to support the complexity, 
creativity, and skills that are needed for many kinds of 
professional work that take place today. Nor can it drive 
factors that will lead to increased worker satisfaction, such 
as improved pay, skill development, and complex work 
structures.  

Theories of Organizational Behavior and Distributed 
Computing 
Much professional work consists of complex sets of 
interdependent tasks that need to be coordinated across 
individuals with different expertise and capabilities [89]. 
For example, producing a book, an academic paper, or a 
new car all may involve many individuals working in 
structured teams, each with different skills and roles, 
collaborating on a shared output. To address these more 
complex goals we draw on concepts from both the 
organizational behavior [89,97,143,148] and the distributed 
computing literatures [9,132]. We propose that 

crowdsourced labor markets can be viewed as large 
distributed systems in which each person, such as a worker 
on Mechanical Turk, is analogous to a processor that can 
solve a task requiring human intelligence. In this way a 
crowdsourcing market could be seen as a loosely coupled 
distributed computing system [9]. Fleshing out this analogy, 
we develop here the beginnings of a framework for the 
future of crowd work that integrates the human aspects of 
organizational behavior with the automation and scalability 
of the distributed computing literature.  

Both distributed organizations and computing systems face 
many common fundamental challenges in accomplishing 
complex work. Key challenges in distributed computing 
include partitioning computations into tasks that can be 
done in parallel, mapping tasks to processors, and 
distributing data to and between processors [9,25,96,132]. 
Many of these challenges map to coordination 
dependencies identified by Malone & Crowston [89] that 
also apply to human organizations. Below we discuss two 
categories of overlap between coordination dependencies 
discussed in organizational science, their analogs in 
distributed computing, and their implications for the 
beginnings of a framework for the future of crowd work.  

Managing shared resources 
Whenever a limited resource needs to be shared, 
coordinating how that resource is allocated becomes 
important. Allocating a fixed pool of workers to multiple 
tasks that must be completed under a deadline is a classic 
example of managing shared resources. Malone & 
Crowston [89] suggest a number of examples of task 
allocation mechanisms, ranging from first come/first serve, 
to markets, to managerial decisions. In distributed 
computing systems, managing shared resources is of 
similarly vital importance. Tasks must be mapped to 
processors, requiring functions to govern task partitioning. 
Reorganization of this mapping must be possible as well, 
for example if a processor fails or takes a long time to 
return results (e.g., MapReduce [34]). 

Managing producer/consumer and task/subtask 
relationships 
In many situations, one activity produces something 
required as input for another activity. For example, the 
structure of an article needs to be decided on before the 

 
Figure 1: Current crowd work processes. 
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sections can be written. These same requirements exist in 
distributed computing, in which tasks need to be scheduled 
so that they can be completed in the correct sequence and in 
a timely manner, with data being transferred between 
computing elements appropriately. Deciding how to divide 
a task into subtasks and managing those subtasks is also a 
challenging problem, especially for complex and 
interdependent tasks [61,89]. This is true whether a 
manager in an organization is trying to plan a large project 
or a programmer is trying to parallelize a complex task. 
Furthermore, top-down approaches in which a single person 
(e.g., the task creator) specifies all subtasks a priori may not 
be possible, or subtasks may change as the task evolves. 

Crowd-Specific Factors 
Unlike traditional organizations in which workers possess 
job security and managers can closely supervise and 
appropriately reward or sanction workers, or distributed 
computing systems in which processors are usually highly 
reliable, crowd work poses unique challenges for both 
workers and requesters ranging from job satisfaction to 
direction-setting, coordination, and quality control. For 
example, organizations can maintain high quality work 
through management, worker incentives, and sanctions. 
While some of these methods are available in crowd work 
(e.g., how much to reward workers, whether to reject their 
work, or impose a reputation penalty) their power is 
attenuated due to factors such as lack of direct supervision 
and visibility into their work behavior, lack of nuanced and 
individualized rewards, and the difficulty of imposing 
stringent and lasting sanctions (since workers can leave 

with fewer repercussions than in traditional organizations, 
such as to reference letters or work histories). The worker’s 
power is also limited: requesters do not make a long-term 
commitment to the worker, and endure few penalties if they 
renege on their agreement to pay for quality work.  In 
distributed computing systems, by contrast, requesters 
(programmers) have fewer problems with motivating and 
directing their workers (computers).  However, machines 
cannot match the complexity, creativity, and flexibility that 
human intelligence manifests. Combining ideas from 
human and computer organization theories may thus 
provide complementary benefits and address 
complementary weaknesses over using either alone.  

Framework 
Figure 2 presents a framework that integrates the challenges 
posed by managing shared resources (such as assigning 
workers to appropriate tasks), managing producer-consumer 
relationships (such as decomposing tasks and assembling 
them into a workflow), and crowd-specific factors (such as 
motivation, rewards, and quality assurance). Many of its 
elements combine insights from organizational behavior 
and distributed computing: for example the task 
decomposition and task assignment functions use both 
human and computational processes. 

The goal of this framework is to envision a future of crowd 
work that can support more complex, creative, and highly 
valued work. At the highest level, a platform is needed for 
managing pools of tasks and workers. Complex tasks must 
be decomposed into smaller subtasks, each designed with 
particular needs and characteristics which must be assigned 
to appropriate groups of workers who themselves must be 
properly motivated, selected (e.g., through reputation), 
and organized (e.g., through hierarchy).  Tasks may be 
structured through multi-stage workflows in which workers 
may collaborate either synchronously or asynchronously.  
As part of this, AI may guide (and be guided by) crowd 
workers.  Finally, quality assurance is needed to ensure 
each worker’s output is of high quality and fits together.  

Because we are concerned with issues of design – the 
technical and organizational mechanisms surrounding 
crowd work – we highlight in the process model twelve 
specific research foci (Figure 2) that we suggest are 
necessary for realizing such a future of crowd work. These 
foci are grouped into three key dimensions: foci relevant to 
the work process; the computation guiding, guided by, and 
underlying the work; and the workers themselves. Our 12 
foci overlap each other in places. However, in total they 
provide a wide-ranging multidisciplinary view that covers 
current and prospective crowd work processes. For 
example, workflow techniques may be useful for handling 
the flow of documents through a set of tasks [111], but the 
effectiveness of these techniques can be amplified through 
clever job design that divides tasks and allocates incentives 
in a way that benefits both workers and requesters (cf. 
[62]).  

 
Figure 2: Proposed framework for future crowd work 

processes to support complex and interdependent work. 
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Our model is based on empirical as well as theoretical 
input. In forming this model, we gathered feedback from 
both task requesters and workers. The authors of this paper 
have been requesters, have designed crowd workflows, and 
have worked for platform companies, and so requester and 
platform company issues are represented. We wished to 
also represent the voices of workers. We chose one popular 
crowdsourcing platform, Amazon Mechanical Turk, and 
asked questions of workers in the two countries with the 
largest number of crowd workers – the United States and 
India – who had completed and had approved more than 
500 tasks (as enforced by the platform). Workers were paid 
USD $2 to comment on and add design suggestions for the 
12 foci discussed below. Fifty-two workers responded from 
the US and 52 from India. Four of the responses were 
removed from the sample because of incomplete or 
inconsistent answers. Workers in India had a mean age of 
27 (σ=6). Workers in the US had a mean age of 33 (σ=11). 
In India, 27% of workers were female, and in the US, 58% 
were female. In both countries responders had considerable 
experience: the mean total lifetime tasks were 6562 
(σ=15292) and 9019 (σ=22460) for Indian and U.S. 
workers, respectively. The purpose of the survey was to 
provide workers a vehicle through which they could 
contribute their own insights. In general, the workers’ 
responses were thorough and insightful, and we have 
integrated their ideas into this paper, quoting their answers 
where appropriate. Even though our survey is informal and 
relatively small in scale, we believe that it enriches this 
paper by providing a variety of workers’ perspectives on 
the 12 topics we discuss next. 

RESEARCH FOCI 
In the sections below, we survey and analyze the 12 
research foci that comprise our model. First, we consider 
the future of the work processes and how the work is 
organized and accomplished. Second, we consider the 
integration of crowd work and computation, including the 
symbiosis between human cognition, artificial intelligence 
(AI), and computationally-enabled crowd platforms. 
Finally, we consider crowd workers and how we can 
develop jobs, reputation systems, motivations, and 
incentives that will benefit them. In each subsection we 
state our motivation and goals, briefly review related work, 
and propose research issues and themes.  

The Future of Crowd Work Processes 
Increasing the value and meaning of crowd work will 
require that it move beyond simple deskilled tasks to 
complex professional work. In this section, we focus on the 
key challenges that must be met in order to enable complex 
crowd work processes: designing workflows, assigning 
tasks, supporting hierarchical structure, enabling real-time 
crowd work, supporting synchronous collaboration, and 
controlling quality. 

Workflow 
Motivation/Goals. Complex crowd work cannot be 
accomplished using the simple parallel approaches that are 

common today, such as aggregating multiple independent 
judgments through voting or majority rule. Complex tasks 
have dependencies, changing requirements, and require 
multiple types of expertise. Instead, workflows are needed 
that facilitate decomposing tasks into subtasks, managing 
the dependencies between subtasks, and assembling the 
results. While initial research has shown that enabling more 
complex workflows can result in large differences in output 
quality even with small differences in instructions, rewards, 
and task order [72,127], we have barely begun to 
understand the broader design space of crowd workflows. 

Related Work. Traditional organizations have developed 
expertise in workflow design and management. The 
division of labor is a core tenet of task coordination; Adam 
Smith in his classic The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
Nations [133] described the associated efficacy benefits. 
Via division of labor, a greater pool of agents can work in 
parallel, specialize for the tasks they perform, and complete 
an assignment with less time lost to switching tasks [10]. 
Coordination is difficult among distributed workers, but 
organizational coordination techniques can be profitably 
applied to crowd work (e.g., [72,74,90,97,143]). Systems 
and formal languages support workflows in traditional 
firms [39], ranging from purely computational [151] to 
hybrid approaches where tasks are self-selected and then 
automatically routed onward [138]. 

In the context of crowds, workflow could involve a much 
larger scale of operation, and a much more heterogeneous 
set of actors. The design space ranges from massively 
redundant, independent tasks (e.g., contests that choose one 
entry [8,19,20]) to highly serial processes with work passed 
from one worker to the next (e.g., passing a task from 
worker to worker for improvements [87]).  Recent systems 
and toolkits pursued a “flare and focus” approach for 
complex work by exploring a space of options and then 
drilling down to flesh out those options [15,75,87,150]. 
Crowd workers can guide workflows as well [1,75,80,154]. 

Research Proposal. Crowd workflows are still quite brittle, 
and are most successful with highly targeted tasks. To 
improve existing workflows, we must experiment and 
iterate on a large space of parameters, instructions, 
incentives and decompositions. Costs of doing so may be 
reduced through models of worker behavior [120] or by 
encapsulating and reusing proven design patterns [1][73]. 
Then, we must push crowd workflows toward more general 
tasks and wicked problems that have no clearly defined 
solution [112]. Rather than edit text, for example, crowd 
workflows should be able to support complex goals such as 
creativity and brainstorming, essay writing, music 
composition, or civic planning. Crowd workers reminded us 
in our survey responses that they also need help managing 
their own workflows as they juggle tasks from different 
requesters.  

Task Assignment 
Motivation/Goals. Sharing limited resources requires 
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coordination — allocating a fixed pool of workers to 
multiple tasks with deadlines is a classic example [117]. 
Ideally, requesters will see their tasks completed quickly, 
while workers are continuously employed with tasks that 
match their interests. In the worst case, workers are 
matched to tasks that are uninteresting or too difficult, and 
won’t make the income they want or deserve. 

Related Work. Management scientists have developed 
techniques such as first come/first serve task queues, 
markets, and managerial decisions [117]. Computer science 
research adds useful abstractions drawn from data 
partitioning, OS scheduling, and failover (e.g., [34]). 
Currently, workers are usually forced to sort queues by task 
volume and recency [29]. But some algorithms form teams 
dynamically based on expertise [5]. 	  

Research Proposal. Task assignment has typically involved 
either a first-come/first-served model (e.g., the ESP game, 
Galaxy Zoo [2,106]) or a market model (e.g., oDesk, 
Mechanical Turk). In either case, task designers must guess 
at the right combination of incentives and iterate until 
success. This process is both time-consuming and 
expensive. Better theoretical models, markets or automatic 
computational matching processes (e.g., [14]) could 
drastically reduce development costs and address search 
friction [4], an important issue in labor economics.  The 
assignment of tasks in relation to individuals’ abilities has 
also been studied as part of business workflow research 
[110,128]. Several workers in our survey complained that 
they spent too much energy finding appropriate tasks; one 
suggested that platforms provide automatic  
recommendations of possible next tasks based on workers’ 
previous task choices. These comments suggest a research 
question: are the workers or the platforms better-suited to 
manage task assignment? That is, should tasks be pulled by 
workers or pushed by platforms? 

Hierarchy 
Motivation/Goal. Hierarchy has become the primary 
management strategy in traditional organizations. It benefits 
coordination, decision making, quality control, and assigns 
incentives and sanctions [30,92]. Hierarchies decompose 
large and complex tasks such as developing and 
manufacturing an automobile by clarifying legitimate 
authority and workflow across organizations. Hierarchies in 
crowd work could enable groups of workers to tackle new 
classes of complex work, increase efficiency, and support 
consistency and integration. Hierarchies may also allow 
workers to act more like teams, for example developing 
accountability standards, decision-making and conflict 
resolution processes, and review policies.  

Related Work. Volunteer crowdsourcing platforms have 
evolved their own hierarchies and decision-making 
processes [104,156], appropriating techniques from other 
online communities where appropriate [101]. Most paid 
approaches have workers make hierarchical decisions 
collectively: for example, task decomposition and 

integration [75,80], quality oversight of each others’ 
contributions [78,100], and leader elections to represent 
collective opinions [83]. oDesk and MobileWorks identify 
and empower workers to serve in leadership roles [79]. No 
comparative analyses of the effectiveness of these 
approaches exist yet. 

Research Proposal. The fluid nature of crowd work opens 
the door to new kinds of hierarchy where workers transition 
between roles continuously. Crowd management could 
entail a layered tree made up of worker-leaders, requesters, 
machine learning systems, and algorithms. In such a setup, 
participants might be leaf nodes (workers) in one job but 
managers in another. Realizing this vision will require 
improvements to the platforms (e.g., oDesk teams) and the 
creation of systems that take advantage of it. Alternatively, 
organized groups of workers might begin applying to jobs 
as a single entity. But there may be resistance to hierarchy: 
one worker wrote, “I like the way it is. There does not seem 
to be a hierarchy. In fact, this is one of the most satisfying 
aspects of Mturk. Anyone can be their own boss.” This 
comment suggests the value of further empirical study of 
the willingness of crowd members to manage or be 
managed by each other. Perhaps current forms of 
organizational structure will yield to new ones, in which the 
processes of managing and being managed will be more 
intertwined and are conceptually different than what we 
currently experience. 

Realtime Crowd Work 
Motivation/Goal. For work with tight completion-time 
constraints, we will need to create flash crowds: groups of 
individuals who arrive moments after a request and can 
work synchronously. Any application that wants to embed 
on-demand crowdsourcing (e.g., [15,17]) is limited by the 
problem of crowd latency, but current crowd tasks can take 
hours [15] or days [72]. 

Related Work. Fast recruitment has been the major research 
thrust in realtime crowdsourcing so far. Early attempts were 
motivated by time-limited tasks such as searching for a 
missing person [59] and timed “competitions” [99,140]. In 
paid crowdsourcing, researchers began e-mailing a set of 
workers the night before the study and announced a time for 
the experiment. Keeping workers busy with old tasks 
brought wait times down to a half minute to one minute 
[17], and paying workers a small wage to stay on call is 
enough to draw a crowd together roughly two to three 
seconds later [13,14].  This technique can be modeled using 
queuing theory and adapted to bring together crowds in as 
little as 500 milliseconds. 

Research Proposal. The two core challenges for realtime 
crowdsourcing will be 1) scaling up to increased demand 
for realtime workers, and 2) making workers efficient 
enough to collectively generate results ahead of time 
deadlines. What happens as more tasks need such 
responses, and as the size of the crowd increases? Is it 
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possible to support a large number of realtime 
crowdsourcing tasks competing for workers’ attention [14]? 

Workers who arrive quickly can still be slow at completing 
work [13]. It is possible to design algorithms and 
workflows to guide workers to complete synchronous tasks 
quickly. So far, these techniques are restricted to particular 
domains [13], but general approaches may be possible. 
What would it take to begin with a sketch on a napkin, find 
a designer to mock up interface alternatives, a usability 
analyst to test those prototypes, and a front-end engineer to 
implement the best one, all in a single afternoon? Workers 
seem interested in such tasks: one suggested providing 
“More communications options with the requester, 
something better than just emailing them, like some sort of 
immediate chat.” Another wrote: “I'd like to see some sort 
of worker alert system on the dashboard for such events.” 

Synchronous Collaboration 
Motivation/Goal. Many tasks worth completing require 
cooperation – yet crowdsourcing has largely focused on 
independent work. Distributed teams have always faced 
challenges in cultural differences and coordination [60], but 
crowd collaboration now must create rapport over much 
shorter timescales (e.g., one hour) and possibly wider 
cultural or socioeconomic gaps.  

Related Work. Many attempts at collaborative crowd work 
highly structure the communication between participants. 
For example, crowds can solve distributed problems by 
observing the behavior of neighbors [91], letting the system 
choose which suggestions to focus on [13], continuously 
elect new leaders [83] and pass on knowledge to new 
members [84]. These techniques reduce the damage that a 
single poor or malicious crowd worker can do, while also 
limiting the types of collaboration possible. They also set 
up opportunities for feedback and learning [42]. 

Unstructured collaboration also shows promise, for 
example by giving workers a task and placing them in 
collaborative text authoring software [77]. These techniques 
draw on synchronous collaboration research (e.g., [53,66]).  

Research Proposal. To shift from independent workers to 
teams of on-demand collaborators, we must revisit and 
extend traditional CSCW work on distributed teamwork. 
Short periods of intense crowd collaboration call for fast 
teambuilding and may require the automatic assignment of 
group members to maximize collective intelligence [5,149]. 
Finally, it will be a major research undertaking to invent 
and describe the tasks and techniques that succeed with 
synchronous collaboration. 

Quality Control  
Motivation/Goal. Quality problems are a serious challenge 
to the mass adoption of crowd work. The most appealing 
aspects of crowd work — such as high throughput, low 
transaction costs, and complex/subjective tasks — also 
make it susceptible to quality control issues. Workers 
satisfice, minimizing the amount of effort they expend, and 

in the extreme cheat or game the system.  For example, 
30% or more of submissions on Mechanical Turk may be 
low quality [15,72]. One worker warned us: “People 
collude to agree on wrong answers to trick the system.” 
That is, quality filters based on consensus may be fooled by 
workers who agree to coordinate answers. Workers who 
have low expertise and requesters who provide unclear 
instructions also contribute to subpar responses. Problems 
arise even for workers who are highly motivated: these 
“eager beavers” often make well-intentioned but 
counterproductive contributions [15]. In our survey, 
workers saw quality control as a major issue that affected 
their compensation, and they expressed a dislike for their 
peers who lowered quality standards through misbehavior. 
However, many complained about requesters: one said: 
“Too often the job itself is badly designed or is messed up 
and there is a degree of misunderstanding between the 
worker and the job engineer.” 

Related Work. Of the research foci, quality control has 
arguably received the most attention so far. Approaches for 
quality control largely fall into two camps: up-front task 
design and post-hoc result analysis. Task design aims to 
design tasks that are resistant to low-quality work. For 
example, requesters can split work into fault-tolerant 
subtasks [15,75,103], apply peer-review or agreement 
filters [2,15,17,42,63,75], optimize instructions [43,72,127], 
and manipulate incentives [26,115,127].  

Worker output approaches filter out poor quality work after 
results have been submitted. Workers’ results can be 
compared to gold standard data on a pre-labeled set of the 
tasks [24,43,85]. Including gold standards can prevent 
workers’ inherent biases from dominating the results [37]. 
However, authoring gold data can be burdensome, and gold 
standards may not be possible for subjective or generative 
tasks (e.g., writing an essay). Other common methods scale 
the influence of a submission according to how well that 
worker agrees with others [24,36,64,134] or according to 
the workers’ votes. However, recruiting multiple workers 
costs more, agreement may not be possible for subjective or 
generative tasks, and the approach is susceptible to 
collusion [41]. False identities are increasingly being 
created as an attack on quality assurance methods.  

A promising approach that addresses some worker output 
issues examines the way that workers do their work rather 
than the output itself, using machine learning and/or 
visualization to predict the quality of a worker’s output 
from their behavior [119,120]. Similar but simpler 
approaches provide requesters more visibility into worker 
behavior, such as oDesk’s Worker Diary which periodically 
takes snapshots of workers’ computer screens. While 
powerful, such techniques must address privacy and 
autonomy concerns if widely deployed.  

Research Proposal. While quality control is improving for 
tasks with a closed set of possible answers, we still have 
few techniques for open-ended work and highly skilled 
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tasks. Is it possible to robustly gauge workers’ skills at 
tasks such as audio engineering, art critique, or poetry? 
Should we rely on peer evaluation, or data mine low-level 
activity to predict output quality? Do quality metrics map 
well across different marketplaces?  

In the long term, we must move from reducing poor quality 
work to scaffolding truly excellent work.  To do so, we can 
optimize workflows for creativity, innovation, and 
discovery. This vision will involve recruiting experts; 
metrics that enable us to evaluate such factors; and reward 
structures that value high-quality artifacts.  

The Future of Crowd Computation 
Crowd labor is already mediated by computation. However, 
computation has the opportunity to step into a much more 
active role in helping recruit and manage workers as well as 
contribute directly to work processes.  Hybrid human-
computer systems could tap into the best of both human and 
machine intelligence. We structure our discussion around 
the potential for reciprocal benefits between crowd workers 
and computational systems. Crowds guiding AIs considers 
how crowd intelligence can help train, supervise, and 
supplement automation. AIs guiding crowds considers how 
machine intelligence can help make the crowd more 
efficient, skilled, and accurate. Finally, we also consider the 
design and evaluation of crowdsourcing platforms. 

Crowds Guiding AIs 
Motivation/Goal. In human computation, people act as 
computational components and perform the work that AI 
systems lack the skills to complete [2]. By tapping into 
crowd intelligence, computational systems can support a 
much broader set of tasks. It should be understood that this 
area, out of all areas, least excites crowd workers, and 
perhaps with good reason: crowd workers may end up 
training machines to replace them.  

Related Work. Paid crowds have gathered large amounts of 
data to train algorithms. For example, crowds can: 1) match 
expert annotations on natural language processing tasks 
such as word sense disambiguation [23,134], 2) generate 
speech corpora for spoken language research [23,95], 3) 
annotate objects and people in images [135], and 4) help 
with graphics tasks such as identifying depth layers [51]. 
Crowds can also solve algorithmic problems such as graph 
coloring [68,91]. 

Research Proposal. While algorithms will continue to 
benefit from crowd-generated training data, there are 
opportunities to integrate crowds more deeply into 
algorithms. Rather than treating crowd data as ground truth 
labels, it may be profitable to understand and model the 
biases and intuitions that human cognition brings [147]. It 
may be possible to design machine learning algorithms that 
more deeply understand the human nature of these labels. 
Algorithms may also more directly model the tradeoff 
between cost and performance: for example, by using a 

combination of active learning and semi-supervised 
learning to collect the most informational labels [155].  

AIs Guiding Crowds 
Motivation/Goal. While large groups are increasingly adept 
at completing straightforward parallel tasks [54,139], they 
can struggle with complex work. Participants have varied 
skill levels, even well-intentioned contributions can 
introduce errors, and errors are amplified as they propagate 
through the crowd. It is possible to integrate crowds directly 
inside of software [15,17,46], and use the software to help 
guide crowd work; for example, a machine learning model 
can determine which work products may still be improved, 
and then assign workers most likely to make such 
improvements [32,33]. These systems may also be able to 
predict their expertise needs in advance, then train and 
adapt workers in an online fashion via automated tutoring 
[47,113] or peer learning [18]. 	  

Related Work. Computational approaches for designing and 
integrating workflow, incentive, and instruction patterns 
have shown promise [32,125], as well as techniques that 
trade off the strengths of crowds and artificial intelligence 
[67,146]. AIs could also serve as a reflective aids, 
encouraging the crowd to learn by pointing out what others 
have done in similar contexts (e.g., [109]).  

Research Proposal. The research community should 
examine whether algorithmic management is an 
improvement over traditional organization management 
techniques. In an algorithmic organization crowds will need 
to be able to raise exceptions, as well as halt and restart 
processes. And AIs will need to know when then can 
proceed, when they need human help, and when they need 
to help the workers. In addition, workers should be able to 
modify their supporting AIs as needed. In the end, both 
workers and AIs should improve. To accomplish this, we 
will need to move from a setting where simple AIs 
completely determine a workflow to a richer, mixed-
initiative setting where crowds and AIs jointly teach each 
other, and jointly control the work process.  

Crowdsourcing Platforms 
Motivation/Goal. Crowdsourcing platforms provide the 
central nexus between requesters and workers. As a result, 
platform design offers the opportunity to change our 
perceptions and understanding of crowd work in general, as 
well as shape the relationships and practical interactions 
between workers and requesters in practice. While several 
platforms already exist, limiting ourselves to existing 
platforms greatly restricts the scope and nature of change 
we can enact. By contrast, novel platforms can help drive 
the diffusion of new designs and techniques for crowd 
work. 

Related Work. Platform research tends to optimize existing 
processes or reach out to new populations. For example, 
CrowdFlower experiments on its own gold standard metrics 
to minimize the number of times a question is asked [129]. 
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Platforms may also manage a large number of real time 
requests or route tasks to ensure that all tasks have steady 
streams of incoming workers [14]. MobileWorks promotes 
its own workers to management positions based on their 
performance [79]. To find new populations, MobileWorks 
and mClerk engage with the developing world through 
specifically-tailored mobile phone interfaces [56,100]. 
Incentives can be used to recruit local experts as well: for 
example, a vending machine served up exam grading tasks 
and dispersed candy as a reward [58]. 

Research Proposal. While designing and building a new 
platform may seem daunting, examples like Brin and 
Page’s Google [21] show that two graduate students can 
disrupt the commercial landscape and dramatically change 
the way people work. We challenge the community to 
similarly revolutionize our conception of what a 
crowdsourcing platform is and can achieve. Innovation 
should articulate a vision for crowd work that is effective, 
efficient, and fair. Beyond mere technology, negotiating the 
balance of power between interested parties is central to 
platforms and markets [11,130]. As crowd work already 
faces challenges related to power inequalities similar to 
those encountered in offline labor markets, future platforms 
may shape or be constrained by future regulatory 
intervention, on, for example, the use of independent 
contracting for regular, recurring work [45]. Beyond 
money, platforms might also support labor exchanged for 
virtual goods or performed in virtual environments, which 
raises additional policy issues [44]. Privacy is another issue: 
how can platforms disclose enough information to be 
trusted as a source of worker quality while also maintaining 
privacy? Experience with markets such as eBay and 
Amazon suggests that greater transparency may be helpful, 
but such mechanisms must be carefully managed to avoid 
abuse [38]. 

Security concerns will also continue to grow in importance. 
For example, recognition of trusted workers may lead to 
identity theft and fraudulent use of compromised accounts 
[41]. Security research must consider both new attacks on 
platforms and use of platforms for launching attacks [144]. 

The Future of Crowd Workers 
Crowd work involves a partnership between requesters and 
workers. Thus, when designing the future of crowd work, it 
is important to develop tools to support not only the work 
itself but also those performing the work. Below we 
identify and discuss three important research challenges for 
supporting the crowd workers of the future: job design, 
reputation and credentials, and motivation and rewards. 

Job Design 
Motivation/Goals. Some tasks that need to be done are just 
dull. Motivating workers to accomplish such tasks can be 
challenging, and may lead to reduced engagement with the 
system: “It would be better if some of the task assignments 
weren't so monotonous…I don't see the long-term payoff 
and it discourages me.” While dressing up such tasks as 

games may reduce boredom, entertainment represents a 
fairly superficial form of work satisfaction. We believe the 
future of crowd work depends on creating jobs that achieve 
both organizational performance and worker satisfaction.   

Related Work. In traditional firms, when managers design 
jobs that provide skill variety, task identity, and task 
significance, workers find their jobs more meaningful [57]. 
When workers have autonomy in their jobs and receive 
feedback, they experience increased responsibility for and 
understanding of the impact of their work. Combined, these 
lead to increased performance for the firm and reduced 
employee problems such as absenteeism and turnover [57].  

Unfortunately, many paid crowd work platforms do not 
provide as much skill variety, task identity, and task 
significance as volunteer platforms such as Wikipedia. 
There are direct payoffs when requesters convey the 
identity and significance of tasks to crowd workers 
[26,115]. Timely and task-specific feedback from peers and 
requesters, as well as opportunities for self-assessment, help 
workers to learn, persevere, and produce better results [42].  

Research Proposal. An ideal crowd work system would 
allow workers to complete a whole and identifiable piece of 
work in a way that is satisfying and measurable (cf. [62]). 
The system would explain the significance of the job, offer 
peer-to-peer and expert feedback, and encourage self-
assessment. These systems could offer a variety of ways to 
complete the task, and thereby not only provide autonomy 
for the worker, but also reduce errors [55]. Achieving this 
vision will require communication with workers about the 
scope and impact of their work, as well as verification that 
workers understand their impact. 

Providing more context has tradeoffs, however. On the one 
hand, more context enables workers to better judge how the 
fruits of their effort will be used so they can make informed 
decisions about whether or not to perform work. On the 
other hand, reducing context may streamline work, leading 
to greater efficiencies for both requesters and workers. 
Moreover, requesters may not always want to fully disclose 
the context of work due to privacy, security, or intellectual 
property concerns. This suggests a need to balance distinct 
and competing concerns: how much information a worker 
needs before consenting to provide labor, how much 
information should be shared to motivate and retain 
workers, how to share context without introducing 
inefficiency and how much information may be legitimately 
withheld to protect interests of requesters.  

Reputation and Credentials 
Motivation/Goals. In traditional firms, reputation and 
credentials (e.g., letters of reference, certifications, work 
history) are critical to recruiting, creating lasting rewards 
and sanctions, and managing work quality. For example, 
institutions with brand names such as Google and Apple are 
likely to attract software engineers to apply for jobs, and, in 
turn, such names on the resumes of software engineers 
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attract other prospective employers. However, many 
existing crowd work systems have only coarse reputation 
and credentialing systems. For example, a worker’s history 
on Mechanical Turk primarily measures the percentage of 
work that has been approved. In contrast, traditional 
employers judge a prospective employee’s education and 
work history through a variety of instruments, including 
interviews, transcripts, and references. Likewise, applicants 
can investigate employers’ reputation (and crowd workers 
in our survey wanted better reputation rankings for 
employers to be established within the platform [130]).  

Related Work. Robust mechanisms for supporting trust, 
assurance, and accountability can support volunteer-based 
crowds and collaboration online [28,76]. Likewise, in the 
context of monetary rewards, reputation can have serious 
financial consequences [111], motivating people to 
manipulate systems for their own benefit. For example, 
workers may build networks of Sybil identities — that is, 
create pseudonyms [41] — to enhance their reputations and 
to foil quality control methods. Workers may also boost 
their ratings by agreeing implicitly or explicitly to 
recommend each other reciprocally [38]. The design and 
evaluation of future crowd work reputation systems must 
address these issues. 

Research Proposal. The core challenge with reputation is 
trading off the benefits of pseudonymous, low transaction 
cost hiring with the richer but higher transaction cost hiring 
decisions most firms make today. For example, employers 
know little about workers on Mechanical Turk, but such 
workers can be hired and engaged in work nearly 
instantaneously.  Meanwhile, platforms such as oDesk with 
richer reputation systems incur correspondingly higher 
transaction costs in hiring workers, involving negotiation 
and handshakes between workers and employers. 

To address this challenge reputation systems will need to be 
robust to cheating and gaming while preserving the benefits 
of pseudonymity and supporting low-transaction cost 
hiring. One possible solution would be to create a web of 
trust in which requesters and workers validate each other as 
trustworthy [79]. However, malicious workers and 
requesters can infiltrate the community and spread their 
own web of trust. Interfaces may support detection of bad 
actors: for example, by highlighting topology [121,144], 
statistical patterns [93] and behavior [120].  

The creation of technical tools for sharing information 
about workers should be coupled with more robust systems 
for monitoring and reporting requester abuses [131]. Lastly, 
these initiatives towards enhanced reputation systems 
should be balanced with the need to preserve privacy, as 
well as the potential payoffs of anonymous collaboration 
for both workers and requesters [16]. 

Motivation and Rewards 
Motivation/Goals. Requesters often envision crowd workers 
as either anonymous individuals who are motivated to 

complete piecework by small monetary rewards or highly-
skilled professionals who work on large, higher-paid tasks 
without management oversight. However, crowd workers 
are a diverse and multifaceted population with a range of 
motives and experiences. Many workers in micro-task 
environments are ambitious individuals, desiring to be 
CEOs or top-rate school teachers [48]. Yet few researchers 
have grappled with the diversity and richness of the motives 
of the individuals comprising the crowd. One worker 
reminded us that requesters, as well as workers, need to be 
motivated:  

We could definitely use more motivation, we 
perform task[s] for mere pennies. Mturk should 
encourage and reward requesters that provide 
clear instructions, quick payment, and higher 
pay. Rewarding them would create more 
worthwhile tasks that we would take more 
seriously and work hard on.  Good, credible 
HITs are few and far between. 

Related Work. Research in psychology, sociology, 
management, and marketing provide insights into human 
motivation that are applicable to crowd work. Management 
research illustrates the challenge of clearly understanding, 
communicating, and rewarding desired behavior [70]. 
Workers seek to understand which activities are rewarded 
and then tend to do those activities to the virtual exclusion 
of others. Other studies find mixed results on the effect of 
financial incentives on the quality of workers’ outputs, and 
underscore the performance and satisfaction benefits of 
harnessing intrinsic motivations in task design such as non-
financial awards and recognition, meaningfulness of tasks, 
and the feeling of contributing towards the greater good 
[26,72,86,94,115,127].  

Past research suggests requesters should (1) clearly 
understand and communicate desired behaviors, (2) 
understand and align worker motivations and incentives 
with these desired behaviors, and (3) design the requests 
and incentive structures in order to achieve both effective 
task completion and worker satisfaction. This also requires 
requesters to understand variations in crowd workers’ 
motivations (e.g., [7,11,71,116]), for example in 
competence, enjoyment, connectedness, prosocial 
orientation, and autonomy [49].  

Research Proposal. The future of crowd work requires that 
requesters and platform designers consider a broad set of 
motivations, not just financial incentives. We must create 
frameworks that acknowledge the dynamic nature of 
motivation and its dependence on context. For example, it 
is not clear that payment alone will be the optimal 
motivator for expert crowdsourcing markets. Such 
frameworks should enable us to move from analysis to 
design of new motivational schemes. Research should 
overcome the dichotomous emphases on dehumanizing 
piece-work and frictionless virtual collaboration in order to 
provide a more holistic framework within which to 
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understand and build systems that support workers’ diverse 
motivations (e.g., [22,50,52,81,82,107,124]).  

NEXT STEPS 
Many of the really difficult problems that workers and 
requesters face will require advances on multiple foci at the 
same time. Below we describe three design goals 
demonstrating how the integration of multiple foci can lead 
to concrete next steps and calls to actions that will create a 
better environment for crowd workers, and a better set of 
human resources for requesters.  

Create Career Ladders - [motivation, job design, 
reputation, hierarchy] 
Crowd work today is largely a dead-end job, offering few 
opportunities for career advancement and economic 
mobility. As workers demonstrate aptitude and diligence, it 
is to the advantage of both requesters and workers to 
recognize workers’ potential to take on new tasks requiring 
greater knowledge, effectiveness, and responsibility. As all 
organizations benefit from making the best use of available 
talent and workers’ diverse abilities, more skilled workers 
should be paid for their expertise, and encouraged to train 
less skilled workers: for example, MobileWorks promotes 
workers to management jobs based on performance [79].  

As workers demonstrate proficiency, they might be invited 
to create gold labels for verifying the quality of work from 
other, less established workers, which could be used to 
build webs of trusted workers. Proficient, trusted workers 
could also manage other workers, respond to reported 
issues, and provide first-pass triage of new task designs (to 
catch problems or make suggestions before new tasks go 
live). Crowd workers could eventually become employees 
themselves, or develop the skills needed to launch their own 
business using crowd work. For example, a career trajectory 
might proceed as: 1) entry-level, untrusted worker; 2) 
trusted worker; 3) hourly contractor; 4) employee. First 
steps toward building such a ladder include studying worker 
motivations in order to develop better job designs; creating 
lasting and transferable mechanisms for reputation and 
credentialing for workers; and building greater support for 
hierarchy in the form of structured teams that provide 
training for novices by skilled workers.  

Improve Task Design through Better Communication - 
[quality assurance, job design, task assignment, realtime 
crowd work, synchronous collaboration, platform] 
There is a popular myth that the poor quality of some crowd 
work stems largely from workers being lazy, stupid, or 
deceitful. In practice, both we and our surveyed workers 
have observed many cases where poor quality work instead 
arises from poorly designed crowdsourcing tasks. For 
example, a requester might assume a task obvious to them 
should be equally obvious to everyone else. However, even 
highly-educated workers may have difficulty understanding 
exactly what the requester actually wants. Task instructions 
are often incomplete or ambiguous, do not address 
boundary cases, and do not provide clarifying input-output 

examples of what is expected. Task interfaces may be 
poorly designed or even have bugs that make it impossible 
to complete a task. Gold labels used as trap questions may 
be far more subjective than requesters realize, leading to 
mistaken rejection of work.  

What might we do to address these problems? Designers 
can make it easier and faster for requesters to create 
effective tasks. For example, platforms might provide task 
templates showing examples of proven task designs [27] to 
encourage shared mental models and improve quality 
assurance. Platforms could also help educate requesters 
about the impact of job design and task assignment on 
resulting quality, best practices, and common errors to be 
avoided. Platforms might even offer a “first pass” service in 
which a set of trusted workers (known to the platform) test 
out the task and report any issues encountered.  

Platforms might also provide a wider array of 
communication channels between requesters and workers 
supporting synchronous collaboration and real-time crowd 
work. Workers we surveyed were adamant that the 
perception of poor crowd work quality was due, at least in 
part, to unclear instructions and insufficient feedback, and 
that they need more guidance to better understand what is 
expected. They suggested instant chat with requesters to 
clarify jobs, though we note this would require the 
continual presence of requesters while work is being 
performed. They also requested feedback during or just 
after a task. Both would be consistent with the practices of 
good managers and workers in other labor contexts, and so 
more experimenting with channels of communication could 
potentially have a large effect on both worker satisfaction 
and job quality. As a first step, requesters might provide 
ways for workers to clarify tasks in real time – with the 
requester, or with a more experienced worker. And, when 
work is in progress, they might provide informal feedback 
through these same channels.  

Facilitate Learning - [quality assurance, AIs guiding 
crowds, crowds guiding AIs, task assignment, reputation 
and credentials, platform] 
Crowd work naturally involves learning and assessment. 
Workers may need to acquire new skills to perform 
unfamiliar tasks, before or in the midst of performing the 
actual work. Workers may also polish and refine existing 
skills while completing more familiar tasks. Requesters 
must continually engage in quality assurance. Such a 
training-assessment cycle of work offers potentially 
exciting synergies with online, education by-doing. For 
example, DuoLingo (duolingo.com) explores this direction 
for foreign language learning. This idea can be generalized 
much further; for example, content generation tasks could 
be designed to better assess and enhance writing skills. A 
self-sustaining cycle might involve AIs guiding crowds on 
which tasks to complete (task assignment) depending on the 
worker’s and requester’s skill development and quality 
assurance goals, and then using the crowd-generated data to 
automate some of the simpler tasks (crowds guiding AIs). 
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The potential of crowd work-based education is enormous 
and multi-faceted, benefiting all parties by producing more 
skilled and employable workers. Online tutoring systems, 
perhaps augmented with human tutoring, could provide a 
path toward delivering more scalable education to the 
public at large [6,146]. Moreover, tracking and mining of 
work history could support personalized instruction and 
feedback, as well as recommending new tasks and learning 
modules. As workers master new skills and are assessed, 
badges or credentials could document this proficiency so 
that others can recognize and utilize this enhanced skill set. 
Platforms themselves can also be an important element of 
learning: data from crowd work can reveal what kinds of 
requests attract talented workers, patterns of learning and 
skill building among workers over time, the valuation and 
interaction between extrinsic and intrinsic rewards, and 
which types of tasks are most appropriate for which types 
of workers.  

CONCLUSION 
Crowd work may take place in the scale of minutes, but the 
impact of crowd work may be felt for generations. We have 
asked: what will it take for us, the stakeholders in crowd 
work – including requesters, workers, researchers – to feel 
proud of our own children when they enter such a work 
force? Answering this question has led to a discussion of 
crowd work from a longer-term perspective. 

Specifically, we have synthesized a framework for the 
future of crowd work based on theory from organizational 
behavior and distributed computing, and informed by the 
concerns of crowd work stakeholders. Our hope is that this 
framework and the corresponding research challenges will 
spur discussion, experiment, and further insight. In sum, we 
envision a future where many cognitively complex, large-
scale tasks can be decomposed into workflows and 
executed by crowds consisting of novices, experts and 
algorithms, and that the crowd work environment can be 
designed in such a way that satisfies the needs of both 
workers and requesters. After identifying the twelve major 
research foci that constitute the framework, we probed their 
current state, identified gaps, and created a call for action 
demonstrating ways they can be profitably integrated.  

Calls for action must be made responsibly. Crowd work 
marketplaces are complex socio-technical systems, 
composed of many people and a changing technical 
infrastructure, with emergent organizational forms, new 
incentives being offered, and shifting labor pools. As a 
result of this complexity, there is the possibility of 
unpredictable side effects. For example, innovations that 
effectively train workers through micro-tasks may have 
ramifications for the world’s educational institutions, and 
thereby for society as a whole. Hybrid combinations of 
workers and artificial intelligence that seek to build 
collective intelligence may instead lead to mechanized 
workers or human-imitating machines. 

Our call for action, then, calls for both exciting innovation 

and also close observation of its effects. In crowd work, we 
have two important affordances: an ability to constitute new 
forms of organization in short amounts of time, and an 
ability to situate these organizations in an experimental 
context. While organization science has been built slowly 
based on observation, the proliferation of crowd work 
makes large-scale organizational experiments comparing 
distinct management strategies and task designs possible. 
These comparisons will help us understand how to improve 
crowd platforms, workers’ skills, and requesters’ 
assignments.  Perhaps instead of a hadron collider, the field 
of crowd work needs a “social collider” in which different 
forms of organization can be tested. The goal should be 
better systems, better requests, better work, and better 
experience. We hope the community’s observational, 
experimental, design and technical skills will play a vital 
role in shaping the future of crowd work and the next 
generation of workers.   
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